Have the blood of the Muslims become so cheap?!!

About the American soldier provocation of the Muslims feelings in Mauritania

By:

Sheikh Abu Yahya Al-Shinqiti

– may Allah preserve him –

الحمد لله رب العالمين, والواكية للمنتقين, ولا عدوان إلا على الظالمين, وأصلي وأسلم على من بعث رحمة للعالمين, وعلى آل

(Arabic poetry)

Where can I find people when their religion is touched by humiliation and indignity from its enemies?

They rise up to protect it and they are in the battlefield like a lioness that has cubs in its den

The series of oppression and injustice, continues on our people in the land of Chinguetti, in the near past in the city of Guerou, the institution of Ulema, the homeland of the honorable, where the personnel of the regime from gendarmerie and police dealt with the youth rebelling against injustice and oppression, with brutal beating with batons and dispersing in the street that shocked all Muslims.

And the same episode is repeated in the province of Tiris Zemmour, where our people are still being arrested.
All while the oppressed Mauritanian people are raising their voices through the audio and written media, to improve their deteriorating living conditions, beginning with electricity and water and restoration of the roads, as in the Hodh Ech Chargui and Brakna, as well as the unemployment and bad division of wealth, that wealth that has been devoured by the agent of France Ould Abdel Aziz, to support with it the crusader occupation on our land, and to try to spread explicit vice, and curbing and imprisonment to every freeman demanding virtue, and honorable life under the shadow of the Sharia.

And the latest of these calamities and tragedies, which we got used to from the sincere agent of France the Ould Abdel Aziz regime, the death of that Muslim preacher rahimahullah, who was hit by the car of an American soldier, in the Tevragh-Zeina district while he was going from one of the houses of Allah Almighty, and what a blessed ending is that.

It’s a new systematic method of occupation and assassination by America and its treacherous agents, but this time not by an unmanned drone, as what is happening in the peninsula of the Mohammed peace and blessings of Allah be upon him and the land of Khorasan... but an American car, driven by an American soldier in broad day light, in a barefaced challenge for the dignity and chivalry, and a hateful profanation for the blood and honor...

But there is no one to cry for Hamza, there is no one to cry for Islam, there is no one to cry for the honors of the Muslims, there is no one to cry for the Muslim prisoners, O’ my Lord we ask you for mercy.

(Arabic poetry)

Let the one who will cry for the religion of Allah, it has been torn apart

A religion which its sanctities has been violated by an aggressor will only be protected by spears and bombs

And sincere youth who are patient for their Lord, they strive for Him and He fights for them

So O’ people of Islam answer me may Allah have mercy on you..

Have the blood of the Muslims become so cheap?!!

Turn your face to any of our Islamic lands to see how our blood is violated and our honors infringed and our money stolen?

Have we despised our brothers?

Have we forgotten to support them?

Or did the ardor and chivalry in our hearts die?!!
It is sad and unfortunate that the Jews and Crusaders are more concerned for their sons than us!! I still remember the story of the French Michel Jermano, which the French special units in cooperation with the treacherous Mauritanian army, got engaged in an adventure in a desert that kills the animals, and the clever and stupid gets lost in it, all that to rescue that crusader!!!

And we can still remember their failed attempt in Somalia…

Have we forgotten the keenness of the Jews to rescue their sons? We can still recall the story of the Jewish captive Shalitte which the Jews exchanged for almost one thousand Palestinian…

O’ our people in Chinguetti, Ulema, preachers, tribal sheikhs, journalists and writers, you have to stand before this painful indecent like men who do not accept grievance, and you are worthy of that...

(Arabic poetry)

How the generous accepts that, how a freeman endures that

When the Roum have seen weakness in the religion so they tested it whenever they wished

O’ our people in Chinguetti,

This has become unendurable; the time has come to declare it loud clear in the face of the agent of France the drug dealer Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz who is manipulating your religion, values and money…

And in the Musnad of Imam Ahmed and others, from the Hadith of Abu Bakr may Allah be pleased with him that the prophet peace and blessings of Allah be upon him said: “If you see my Ummah afraid to say to the oppressors, ‘You are oppressors, Allah will desert them’

Yes our loved ones,

Time has come to get rid of him, and you search for a honorable life under the Sharia of Allah, that Sharia that preserves the blood and rights of the people, and they are equal in it, there is no preference for an Arab over an non-Arab except by piety.

That Sharia which the oppressed takes his right from the oppressor.

That Sharia which the people won’t be happy, and security and stability won’t prevail except by adopting it as a methodology of life and source of reference.

That Sharia which with it we immunize our homes from the callers to unveiling and finery.

In conclusion..

We give our condolences to the family of our brother the preacher rahimahullah, who his killer is still smiling and laughing. (see the picture)
While the blood of our brother on the pavement didn’t dry yet.

Picture of the criminal from Sahara Media website